The Art of
Window Styling
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Luxaflex® - the Art of Window Styling
For over 60 years we’ve mastered the art of window styling
with our exclusive custom made window treatments and
styles to suit any window size or shape. At Luxaflex® great
products start with great design - light control, energy
efficiency, privacy and child safe operation are just some
of the features that make your home smarter and every
window more stylish.

Innovation - Quality - Style
Our international design team creates exclusive colours,
patterns and designs, with on trend looks to reflect your
personal style. Our commitment to quality means every
product in our collection has been rigorously tested to
meet the Luxaflex® quality guarantee and give you years of
pleasure and beautiful light control.

Privacy and Light Control
Our products are designed with a range of flexible light
control and privacy options in an exclusive range of fabrics,
materials and opacities from sheer to opaque to room
darkening. Our innovative manual and motorised operating
systems provide you with flexible privacy and light control
options.

Sustainable Design
Luxaflex® contributes to a more sustainable and healthy
environment through the careful design of our innovative
products, the responsible materials we select and the
latest production techniques that support sustainability.
Recycling materials and continually sending fewer materials
to landfill are key parts of our commitment.

Designed with Safety in Mind
There are many different ways to enjoy safe and effortless
operation of your Luxaflex® products with innovative child
safe controls for every window in your home. With cordless
and motorised operating systems, Luxaflex® offers award
winning options for enhanced child safety.

Get Expert Advice
Our friendly, talented retailers are especially selected for
their knowledge and are experts on our products. With
years of experience in custom made Luxaflex® window
treatments, they’ll help you work out your ideas, likes
and dislikes and give you advise on material choices and
operating options or other aspects that you may not have
considered for light control, privacy and safety.
You can find your local Luxaflex® retailer at
www.luxaflex.co.za
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Roller Blinds
An everyday favourite with Luxaflex® attention to detail
Our innovative operating choices, elegant style and design detail,
deliver a new standard of Roller Blinds. The classic Roller Blind
design provides a creative canvas for your home with smart
solutions for every window. From XL sizes for ultra- wide picture
windows, to hard to reach skylights; our Roller Blinds are perfect
partners, allowing you to coordinate colours and patterns at
every window in your space. Our curated range of classic and
trend fabrics feature exclusive design accents to bring your
personal style to your unique home.
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Interior Shutters
Unrivalled privacy, style and luxury for your windows
Combining classic styling with modern
production techniques, we’ve created
Shutters that look, and work, like a dream.
Available in a range of refined Vinyl,

Luxaflex® Shutters provide the ultimate style
statement for your home. With a choice
of louvre widths and style options, from
full height to café style or tier on tier, our

shutters offer privacy and light control for
virtually any window size or shape.
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Twist® Blinds
Simple operation, Sophisticated
light control
An innovative take on the classic roller blind, our Twist® Blinds are
a stylish way to manage mood and light and made to measure
for every window. Effortlessly slide the two stylish fabrics past
each other in an open, half open or completely closed position
to create the right mood for your home. Reduce glare watching
TV or add discreet privacy in the bathroom. Choose from
shimmering fabrics, airy sheers and on trend colours to create
your design story with our wide range of fabric choices that are
guaranteed to transform the look and feel of a room.
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Our collection features a vast range of on
trend pastels, luxurious metallics and warm,
natural tones. Each style transforms the
quality of the light as it slides over the slats,
adding an extra design dimension to the
room.
Decorative woven tapes compliment your
Venetian blinds with a coordinating or
contrasting finish and take your design to the
next level.

Venetian Blinds
A design classic for modern living made to measure
Flexible light control, precision engineered construction and unique
designs, our Venetian Blinds deliver on both style and comfort. From
classic sleek aluminium to super matte looks in on-trend pastels, you’ll
find the perfect finish for your décor. From light reflecting metallics to
shifting ombre tones. Add a finishing touch with an elegant woven tape
to compliment or contrast, and take your Venetian Blind design to the
next level.
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Wood Blinds
Bring character and warmth to your windows
The finest materials combined with
Luxaflex® made to measure precision to
create a window blind design you can
enjoy every day. The Luxaflex® Wood Blind
collection includes natural hardwood
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and faux wood that deliver style with added
durability: ideal for bathrooms and kitchens.
Add interest with rich natural grains or
choose sleek painted tones in modern grey’s
to on trend colours to

add unique style to your home. Our FSC®
certified wood is ethically sourced and
grown from sustainable forests, so you can
enjoy them with peace of mind.

Silhouette® Shades
Light loving fabrics in luminous floating vanes
Superbly stylish Silhouette® Shades take the
harshest sunlight and smoothly transform it into
beautifully diffused natural light. Simply tilt the
fabric vanes to enjoy the daylight whilst filtering
out brightness, glare and UV rays. Our technically
advanced fabrics enhance natural light whilst
delivering unspoilt views. Enjoy on trend colours,
neutral classics, soft sheers and shimmering
metallic looks - our expanded fabric range offers
limitless design options. Luxaflex® Silhouette®
Shades are tailored exactly for you so you can
enjoy a design that looks great and works
beautifully.
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Duette® Shades
Smart home ready, energy saving and endlessly versatile
The unique design of Duette® Shades works with nature to
enhance the look and feel of your home. Beautiful and clever.
Precision crafted for over 30 years, Duette® Shades’ unique cell
structure naturally regulates the temperature of a room, softens
ambient noise and reduces energy costs. All whilst gently
filtering daylight. We’ve created three fabric transparencies in
trendy colours, so you can manage each window individually and
still create a coherent look for your home.
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LiteRise®
The revolutionary Luxaflex® LiteRise® system makes raising and
lowering your window treatments easier than ever. Simply push up
to raise and pull down to lower - your shades stay right where you
put them.
LiteRise® is available with Duette® Shades and Silhouette® Shades.

SmartCord®
Award winning Luxaflex® SmartCord® uses a retractable cord that
always remains the same length when opening or closing your
blind.
SmartCord® is available with Duette® Shades and Sihouette® Shades.

Get expert advice
At your local Luxaflex® Showroom you can browse our products and operating systems and get expert advice on the right window
treatment for your home.
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At Luxaflex® our window treatments start with great design.
Light control, energy efficiency and convenience of

motorisation are just some of the innovations that embrace
the beauty of every room, everyday. Made to measure
with five-year guarantee.

The Art of Window Styling

Find your local Luxaflex® showroom at luxaflex.co.za
Let’s talk

Home consultation

Craftsmanship guaranteed

Seamless installation

Together with our local expert,
you can look at inspiration for
your room and get to know the
products and materials you like.

Your local expert measures your
dimensions, assesses your lighting,
and makes sure everything is
perfectly designed for your home.

Your bespoke product will be
handmade with care and attention
to detail by our skilled craftsmen.

Relax and let Luxaflex®
professionals do what they do
best, knowing you’re covered
under our 5 year guarantee.
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